Sponsor A Pastorbox
70% of pastors in developing countries have no theological training whatsoever. There is an urgent need to give
them free training via the device that most now own,
their mobile phone!
Our Pastorbox wireless hotspot sends training materials to
mobile phones and does not require Internet or electricity
(see below). Cybermissions aims to build, load (with resources) and place 200 Pastorbox units in 2019.
For $199 you can sponsor the donation of a Pastorbox
wireless hotspot that will help train thousands of pastors
in remote areas of the world.

The $199 cost includes:
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The Pastorbox unit
16GB micro-SD card
Two rechargeable batteries
Pre-loaded training content in up to five languages
Manual and instructions
Initial tech support
Sales tax
Shipping

With Pastorbox they can download bible and ministry
training to their phones and tablets. There is also no need
for expensive textbooks! Senior pastors in each area will
assist with the training process and give local guidance.
Imagine the gratitude that pastors in the most remote
parts of the world will feel when they can finally get the
bible and ministry training that they have longed for!

Pastorbox is a portable digital library that enables learners to download
free bible resources and courses straight to their laptops, tablets and
mobile phones via a wireless signal transmitted by the Pastorbox
(similar to logging onto wireless at an airport or a coffee shop).
The resources are stored on an SD card and are shared with pastors via
a strong wireless signal that can travel 200 feet (60 meters) and can
easily serve 30 or more pastors simultaneously. Pastorbox does not require an Internet connection because it creates its own wireless
hotspot. A Pastorbox can easily serve 200 pastors during a morning session. Pastors, evangelists and church-planters can then get together in
small groups to go over the materials they have received.
The unit is designed to last for at least five years even under rugged conditions. If it is used just once every two weeks
to share resources with 200 people that makes 5,200 people per year receiving training, which works out to for a total
of 26,000 Christian leaders helped over the lifetime of the Pastorbox. Thus the cost of training is less than one cent per
pastor who receives Pastorbox resources! Your gift will keep on giving!

To learn more and to donate go to: www.cybermissions.org/pastorbox.html
Or just send your check by mail to: Cybermissions, 21615 Berendo Ave. (Ste. 400) Torrance CA 90502 (USA)
Phone: +1 310-844-6948

Email: johned@cybermissions.org
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